EDUCATION INNOVATION SUMMIT

March 5, 2016 – 12:30 pm. to 5 p.m.
Albany Hilton Hotel, Albany, New York
Sponsored by Your Rural Schools Association of NYS
In conjunction with the NYSCOSS Winter Conference

REGISTRATION FEE: $50
Contact: Natalie Mitchell at nam33@cornell.edu
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

LEARN: How technology can and should be incorporated into the elementary grades, from renowned educational researcher, Dr. Pamela Buffington

LEARN: How the P Tech High School structure can turn your most at-risk students into your most visible success stories

LEARN: How getting your students outdoors opens up math, science, and job opportunities in ways you’d never imagine

LEARN: How opening your district to international students will change your district culture, perspective and finances

NOT JUST THEORIES – PROVEN SUCCESS THAT TRANSLATES TO YOUR DISTRICT